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Abstract
The present study investigates the effect of the mixing and dispersion process of polycarbonate
materials (PCs). The composite was prepared with different melt flow indexes of polycarbonate
material. The steps of the (%PC1/%PC2) blends were (100%/0%), (30%/70%), and (0%/100%)
(Weight percent). The blends were imparted with the mixing materials with pigment and without
pigments. The weight percentage of the two-polycarbonate resins for (PC1/PC2) were PC1 content
(30wt%-pph) of MFI (25gm/10mins) and PC2 content (70 wt. %-pph) of MFI (6.5gm/10mins). The
minute formulation of PC/PC2 blends, temperature effect on viscosity and pigment dispersion were
investigated. This work simulated the Carreau model to fit the viscosity curves at 230, 255, 280°C and
for the Master curve at reference 255°C . The color of PC composites was measured according to a
typical spectrophotometer. Increasing the temperature and weight percentage of PC1 with (higher
melt flow index) showed a significant effect in lower viscosity value and decreased color matching
values (dE). The formulation and processes showed an excellent effect on controlling the viscosity,
and microtomed plastic sections performed characterizing to different thicknesses and temperatures.
The optimal number of particles was increased at higher temperatures and thickness. The average
pigment size measured approximately 0.1-0.2 µm. Microscope Observation of Morphology
observations showed an excellent dispersion colour matching at lower viscosity.
Keywords: blends, Minute formulation, Viscosity, MFI, Master Viscosity Models, Microtome characterization
Introduction
Plastics manufacture is an important industrial sector in the world. However, producing the right
plastic color with minimal rejection is a challenge for plastic manufacturers. Producing plastic with a
marketable color requires adding one or more resins; however, achieving the correct colour in the first
attempt is a challenge. The color properties of the polymer are directly affected by formulation for
various ratios of PC resins. The actual MFI or the viscosity for a specific ratio may vary due to
formulation such as (PCs weight percent blends, pigments, and additives), and processing parameters
like temperature, feed rate, and screw speed.
Various researchers have carried out a few studies regarding the effects of processing parameters by
the dynamic mixing in a screw extrusion during the compounding of polymers [1, 2]. If the viscosity
of the blend is too low or too high, the induced shear will be inadequate for optimum dispersion.
However, viscosity is also an essential indicator of the stability of a pigment concentrate. If it changes
during storage, the pigments are usually inadequately stabilized. In order to control the mentioned
points, a system of additives and resins can be formulated to modify viscosity and improve thermal
stability to have better dispersion [3]. Researchers have studied the importance and effects of adding
pigment to the base resin. It has been shown that incorporating additives into polymeric materials
during production often unpredictably affects rheological and optical properties [4-6]. However,
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rheological properties are an essential link between the processing steps and the final performance of
the product [7-8].
Polymer blending is a vital field of polymer science and has been reviewed by many scientists. The
PC/PBT blends are transparent in the melt state, and most transparent in the solid-state are partially
miscible blends, as was shown by Sanchez et al. [8]. In their work, Liang and Gupta (2000) studied
the rheological properties of a recycled PC blended with virgin PC; they stated that separated PC
could be added to pure PC up to the 15% level without significantly varying the properties of pure PC
[9]. Khan et al. developed in their study characterizing alloys of ABS and PC through blending these
two materials [16]. Lee S. et al. studied the rheological behavior of PC/Polyester blends and their
phase behaviour [10]. However, they found that the blends do not follow the rule of mixtures, which
is common in all studies. The particle sizes, fillers (pigments and additives), and processing
parameters like temperature and pressure affect the rheology and the colour of the pigmented
polymer. The significance of the processing variables was correlated with the rheological result [11].
Difficulties with the dispersion of pigments or obtaining a uniform blend can be overcome by
reducing the resin viscosity and extending the mixing time [12]. Rheology as a concept is relevant for
all color mismatch, which can arise, due to problems with formulations, interactions between
materials and processing conditions, such as high operating temperatures or high processing shear
rates, and Poor pigment dispersion Variations in the raw material properties can also be part of the
problem. A system of additives and resins can be formulated to modify viscosity, increase mechanical
prosperities, improve thermal stability, or improve wear performance [13].
Many researchers have studied the importance and effects of adding the pigment to the base resin,
especially since it has been shown that incorporating additives into polymeric materials during
production often affects rheological, mechanical, and optical properties unpredictably [14, 15,16].
Rheology as a conception applies to materials (solid, semi-solid and fluid) like polymers and their
composites. In addition, rheological properties are an essential link between the processing steps and
the final performance of the product [17, 18].
This study included additional literature reviews, investigation for the rheological characterization of
the materials, Melt flow adjustment (MFA). Haake mixer and viscosity measurements [19, 20, 21, 22,
23]. More recent studies have indicated that the effective processing conditions were dependent on the
materials used or blending different materials (resins, additives, pigments, and fillers) to improve the
rheological characteristics [24, 25, 26, 27].
The effect of particle sizes, parameters like temperature, pressure, and amount of additive can be
determined and used for improving processing conditions [28, 29]. The significant result of the
processing variables was correlated with the rheological result. The viscosity was shown to affect the
dispersion operation of the pigment in the plastic.
The pellets from each production run were moulded to get the sample chips, which were then used to
measure colour coordinates on Color-Eye- 7000A spectrophotometer of X-Rite. Any deviation of
output colour from the desired target can be reported as DL*, Da*, Db* - the Euclidean distance of
color deviation in the color space, which associates three coordinates L*, a*, and b* to a color
referred as its tristimulus data. L* values represent the lightness of a color ranging from 0 (black) to
100 (white), whereas a* and b* represent redness-greenness and yellowness-blueness, respectively.
The instrument settings were as follows: color space – CIE Lab; measurement mode; observer angle –
10° and D65 illuminant (light source) [30]. The deviation in color DE from a target is dimensionless
and can be calculated using the Pythagorean Theorem equation (1) as follows:
𝐷𝐸 = √(𝐿1 − 𝐿2)2 + (𝑎1 − 𝑎2)2 + (𝑏1 − 𝑏2)2

(1)
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Figure 1. Color in the CIE 1976 (L*a*b*) color space [31]
A colorist may be asked to match a color with a known reference color or compare two colors. Delta
E* is a single number indicating the difference in color between two readings and is based on the L*,
a*, and b* color space system. This is the geometric distance, delta E*, between two points in the
three-dimensional space. But delta E* is not linear throughout color space and is not a good measure
of color perceptions. Therefore, more complicated computational methods have been developed to
predict color differences between two samples. [31]
This type of mixing is a high-shear process that breaks up large particles and disperses them as
smaller particles throughout the melt. It is also referred to as intensive mixing. Dispersive mixing is a
process used to blend two or more polymer resin systems and disperse pigments and liquid additives.
[32]. Elements and screw geometries are used to accomplish each type of mixing. Mixing
effectiveness or the level of mixing is dependent upon screw speed, percentage of fills in the screw
elements and geometry, temperature, and shear rate. Shear rate and screw geometry also affect and
influence the resin viscosity. [33]. Extruders help to achieve a constant and uniform melt temperature
and pressure, and thus, a homogeneous product. These factors all relate to polymer rheology. The
following simulates the effect of the addition of colorant on compounding plastic as were
rheologically tested, which is reflected in lowering viscosity and decreasing the absorbance value. By
taking the above results into account, it makes sense that the addition of colorant will minimize the
viscosity and absorbance mechanisms here for degradation and yellowing will be decreased as was
seen for samples subjected to an earlier study [34-35].
In this study Lexan* PC resins were subjected to various blends formulations steps with additives and
pigments (WA) and without additives (WOA). Functional groups and characteristic absorptions
results were identified. Characterization results were correlated to the specific processing conditions
of two different melt flow indexes polycarbonates with and without additives. This work is designed
to identify the rheological properties of polycarbonate blends without (WOA) and with the addition of
pigment and additives (WA) while changing the blend proportions in discrete equal intervals. The
steps of the (%PC1/%PC2) blends were (100%/0%), (30%/70%), and (0%/100%) (Weight percent).
The focus was extended to the polycarbonate grade (30-70%) to compare the impact of the dispersion
and rheological characteristic. The minute formulation of PC/PC2 blends, temperature effect on
viscosity and pigment dispersion were investigated. This work simulated the Carreau model to fit the
viscosity curves at 230, 255, 280°C and for the Master curve at reference 255°C. Increasing the
temperature and weight, the percentage of PC1 with (higher melt flow index) showed a significant
effect in lower viscosity value and decreased color matching values (dE). Formulation and processing
parameters showed an excellent effect on controlling the viscosity. Microscope Observation of
Morphology observations showed an excellent dispersion color matching at lower viscosity.
Results &Discussions
2.1 Compounding Extruders
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The compounding process was carried out using two different extruders:
Extruder 1. The first extruder was an intermeshing co-rotating twin-screw extruder (TSE)
manufactured by Coperion Germany(Figure 2). The pellets were then moulded via injectionmoulding into three rectangular color chips (3x2x0.1”). For further optical microscopic tests and
characterization measurements, the specimen was then dried at lab room temperature. For simplicity,
the compounding process that involved this extruder is abbreviated ‘SB’ in this document.

Figure 2.Co-Rotating twin-screw
extruder(SB)

Figure 3. (a) Haake Minilab system and
(b) schematic of the design (ML) [36]

Extruder 2. Thermo Haake Minilab II twin-screw micro compounder manufactured by Thermo
Fisher scientific (Figure 3). For simplicity, the compounding process employing this extruder is
abbreviated 'ML’ here forth.
1.2 Rheological Equipment
Table 1. The composition of compounding material (g3)
SN

Ingredients

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

R1
R2
F1
F2
F3
White
Black
Red
Yellow

Material Name

PPH

Bisphenol A (BPA)
Bisphenol A (BPA)
Weather-resistant(L)
Stabilizer (Liquid)
Light Stabilizer
White Pigment
Black Pigment
Red Pigment
Yellow Pigment

30
70
0.035
0.065
0.2
0.278
0.036
0.175
0.071

Figure 4.Ares-G2 rotational rheometer (a) ,(b parallel plate (TA)[37]
Rheology can be quantified through the use of rheometers and melt flow indexers.
Rotational rheometer. The rheometer used was Ares-G2 from TA Instruments(Figure 4a).We used
the parallel plate geometry(Figure 4b). dynamic viscosities measurements were performed in a
parallel-plate fixture with a diameter of 25 mm and a gap size of 1.0 mm. The testing sample was
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sheared between the two plates. The measurement of the viscosity was the result of the ratio of the
applied stress and the applied deformation rate
Melt flow indexer. A melt flow measurement device manufactured by Tinius Olsen, Model MP600M,
was used to investigate the rheological characteristics of different polycarbonate formulations.

1.3 Experimental Procedure and Materials
This research investigated two grades of PC resins referred to as R1 and R2 in the thesis, each having
a different melt flow index (MFI). One had an MFI of 25 and the other had an MFI of 6.5g/10min,
respectively, here forth. The resins are manufactured by General Electric (GE) and traded under the
name of Lexan. Four different color pigments, black, white, red and yellow, were used. Three
additives were also used, called F1, F2, and F3 in this work. One was a stabilizer, one a light
stabilizer, and the third offers weather-resistant properties.
Materials were extruded in an intermeshing, 25.5 mm, Coperion twin co-rotating screw extruder(SB).
The total weight of the color additives (pigment and additive) was 0.86%. The two PC resins, R1 and
R2, were used in a ratio of 30 and 70 wt. %, respectively. Table 1 shows the formulation used. The
additives and pigments were mixed with the resins at a 100:0.86 ratio and were batch blended by a
super floater. These pellets were then molded using the injection-moulding machine to produce
rectangular color chips (3x2x0.1” in dimensions).Utilizing a spectrophotometer, color measurements
were carried out at three different spots in each specimen (coupon), to obtain the tristimulus values
(L*,a*,b*). The target values for L*, a*, b* were defined as 68.5, 1.43, and 15.7, respectively. The
color differences were then measured as dL*, da*, db*, and dE*.
To study the effects of the blending of two resins, a Thermo Haake Minilab II twin-screw micro
compounder (ML) was used to prepare PC formulations with both resins individually as well as by
varying the composition of the resins in steps of ten for eleven blends. The concentration ratios
between the two polycarbonate resins used in %R1/%R2 were 100%/0%), 90%/10%, 80%/20%… and
0%/100% (shown in Figure 5. The eleven batches were prepared both with and without pigments and
additives (WA&WOA) to characterize the viscosity. Figure 5 presents a schematic that summarizes
the steps in the compounding process

Figure 5.Composition of R1-R2
(polycarbonate resins) blends

Figure 6. Schematic diagrams of
process methods of plastics
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1.4 The Compounding of Colored Plastic
The primary compounding processes used in the industry are either continuous mixing or batch
mixing, after which a single screw or twin-screw extruder processes the material. The output material
strands are cooled and then cut into small pellets by a pelletizer. These pellets are sold to
manufacturers to be used as raw materials for their products. The eleven batches were prepared both
with and without pigments and additives (WA&WOA) to characterize the viscosity. In addition, strain
shear rate (SSR), dynamic strain sweep (DSS), and dynamic frequency sweep (DFS) were used to
study the material's rheological properties and simulate viscosity models. Figure 6. Presents a
schematic that summarizes the steps in the compounding process.
1.5. Processing conditions with temperature variation
The following tables show the experimental processing conditions. The general trends (GT)
experimental design is shown in Table 2 [38].
Table 2. Processing conditions with temperature variation [38]
Feed
DE
BZ1 BZ2 BZ3 BZ4 BZ5 BZ6 BZ7 BZ8 BZ9 DZ1
RPM
Rate
(°C) (°C) (°C) (°C) (°C) (°C) (°C) (°C) (°C) (°C)
(kg/hr)
750

70

195

230

230

230

230

230

230

230

230

25

1.10

750

70

195

255

255

255

255

255

255

255

255

25

0.34

750

70

195

280

280

280

280

280

280

280

280

25

0.30

Three parameters, including temperature, speed, and feed rate, were varied individually at three
different levels while maintaining all other parameters fixed. This was referred to as general trends
(GT). The selected processing temperatures were 230°C, 255°C and 280°C, with a speed and flow
rate fixed at the middle values (750 rpm and 25 kg/hr, respectively).Error! Reference source not
found. describes the design of the experiment of effect of temperature on colour output (dE*). A
sharp decrease in the color difference, dE*, is evident when increasing temperature from 230ºC to
240ºC, beyond which near-constant colour values are observed up to 280ºC.
1.6 Effect of Viscosity on PC (0%, 30% and 100%) blends
The first study to be undertaken was to investigate the effects of blending ratios on the rheological
properties of two polycarbonate resins (R1, R2) comprising the selected PC grade. To do this, blends
were prepared in which the resin ratios were controlled in steps of 10%. This resulted in three batches
were the percentage of each resin change from

Figure 7: Viscosity versus Steps of
Figure 8. Complex viscosity for R1
variations in PCs blends
30% blends
Figures 7. is shown the effects of the following variations of rheological behaviors:
The Variation in the processing material; caused variation in viscosity; also, it is an influential factor
in the rheological characterization. It is shown that the viscosity is affected at a particular minute
variation of PC. The most
Influential factors on viscosity are the formulation (Wt. %) of polycarbonates; When resin R1 has a
higher MFI and higher weight content of Polycarbonate, it will always reduce the viscosity.
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Ultimately, when decreasing R1 to 30%, the viscosity increased. Figure 8 indicate that as the
temperature was increased, the composites showed a decrease in the complex viscosities, |η*| of the
PC compounds, and shear thinning occurred
In this study, the same methodology and the same technique was used in order to determine the
degree of dispersion of PC compounds at temperatures of 230, 255, and 280°C. Error! Reference
source not found.. illustrates the effect of temperature on color difference (dE*) at temperatures of
230, 255, and 280°C. It reveals a reduced value of colour difference when increasing the temperature
at a fixed feed rate and speed. However, the most favourable color difference value (dE*) was
obtained at the higher temperatures, namely 255ºC and 280ºC, with dE*=0.3.
This phenomenon at a higher frequency and temperature decreases viscosity, decrease dia of pigment,
decrease color value and increases pigment-wetting, as described in Figure 9 . Wetting is an
important aspect for the reason that shear forces produced during extrusion have to be transferred onto
the pigments in order to deagglomerate particles, which reduces average pigment size and increases
the number of particles (frequency) dispersed, ultimately reducing the color shift (dE*). Therefore, the
shear-thinning observed at the crossover point showed a lower colour difference value, indicating
improved pigment dispersion.[38]

Figure 9. Effect of rheological parameters Figure10. Master curve at reference
on color
255°C w.r.t Hz
1.7.Modelling and Experimental Simulation of Viscosity
1.7.1. Compounded Grade Carreau model
Error! Reference source not found. shows the fitting parameters of the Carreau model for the blend at
temperatures of 255°C. These simulated parameters for specific polymer blends, according to
Equation 2, are given below. Note, C1 indicates the absolute viscosity. The Carreau model is selected
as a description for the viscosity behaviour of the compounds as it performs high regression values at
various temperatures from 230, 255, and 280°C. Orchestrator software was used to plot the
rheological characteristic curves and simulate the Carreau viscosity model by finding the four
coefficients (C1, C2, C3, and C4); as expressed below in Error! Reference source not found..
𝜂 = 𝑐1 (1 + (𝑐2 𝑥)𝑐3 )(𝑐4 −1)/𝑐3 ……………………………2
Table 3. Carreau model parameters for SB (30/70%) at 230, 255, and 280°C
Grade G3
Temp
C1
C2
C3
C4
230ºC
4752.8
0.08
1.13
0.17
255ºC
1264.6
0.02
1.35
0.07
280ºC
447.2
-2.548x1019 -1.61x1018
1.11
Table 4 .Fitting parameters of Carreau model, PC blend (ML) with (WA), and (WOA)
Temp
o

C

Parameters (WA)
C1

C2

C3

Parameters (WOA)
C4

C1

C2

C3

C4
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230

1796.2

0.0724

2.8261

0.3169

6796.9

0.0848

1.3201

0.2096

255

452.79

0.0209

16.12

0.3232

1299.1

0.0223

1.6618

-0.002

280

191.87

0.0899

1.4858

1.0199

378.1

271.28

-18.67

0.9955
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1.7.2. Master Curves Careau Model
Master curves are normally extracted for extending material functions. This offers information about
the short- and long-term behaviour of the materials. A master curve is of great value since it covers
times or frequencies outside the range easily accessible via experimentation. Fitting the
experimentally determined shift factors to a mathematical model permits the master curve to be
shifted to any desired temperature. It offers information about the short- and long-term behaviour of
the materials. The fitting parameters of the Carreau model for the master curve at the reference
temperature of 255°C are given in and illustrated in Error! Reference source not found..
Processing Parameters
Grade
C1
C2
C3
C4
143-M3
1283.1 0.037
1.34 0.34
Table Error! No text of specified style in document.. Carreau model for master curve
Temp
Size-dia (micron)
Particle Nos (%)
230ºC
0.78
48.9
255ºC
0.79
52.4
280ºC
0.84
55.3
Table 7. Effect of Temperature on Dispersion
1.8. Effect of Temperature on Dispersion
Error! Reference source not found. illustrates the pigment size distribution at the three temperatures in
order to represent the pigment size distribution. The data analysis showed that at the highest selected
temperature of 280ºC, 55.3% of the particles were approximately 0.84 microns in size compared to
52.4% of particles having a size of 0.79 micron at 255°C, and 48.9% of particles having a size of 0.78
at 230°C. Again, differences in color measurement are in good agreement with the particle size
distribution in Error! Reference source not found.. The results are shown at higher peaks (particle Nos
%), reveals the lowest colour difference
Error! Reference source not found. illustrates the colour output in DE (deviation from target) at the
investigated temperatures. The DE was 0.3 at 280°C and 0.35 at 255°C, in comparison to 1.1 at
230°C. The results agree with Table 7, which clearly shows a narrow peak in size distribution at
280°C, which drove the reduction in deviation from target due to better pigment dispersion.
1.9. SEM Characterization

The SEM micrograph,
Figure , depicts the presence of agglomerates in red pigments. It reveals primary particles that
had a spherical shape in the vicinity of 0.1 m in size. The figure shows agglomerates consisting of
primary particles of elliptical or cylindrical shapes with a diameter of approximately 0.1 m.
Similarly, agglomerates were found in yellow, black and white pigments with primary particles in a
spherical shape with 10 m and 0.1 m diameters.
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Figure 11. SEM micrograph of Red magnified Figure 12. DOM-agglomerations
to 2000X pigments
for230°C
1.10. Influence of Viscosity on Pigment Dispersion
One of the significant parameters influencing the pigment dispersion is the viscosity of the (blend)
matrix. The viscosity should be low for rapid pigment wetting, whereas for rapid de-agglomeration,
the viscosity should be high. This indicates that, for optimum dispersion, there should be an
intermediate and sufficient viscosity to promote both desired outcomes: dispersion and deagglomeration. Table 2. Processing conditions illustrate the color output in terms of DE (deviation
from the target) at the investigated temperatures. The DE is 0.30 at 280°C and 0.34 at 255°C,
compared to 1.1 at 230°C. It illustrates that the viscosity at 280°C and 230°C is quite adequate for
wetting the particles. The reduction in viscosity and surface tension at the higher temperatures of
255°C and 280°C can be explained by enhanced wetting of pigments compared to the wetting
prevalent at 230°C. This phenomenon can be explained by the Washburn equation given below. [39]
I(t) = √

C∙𝑟̅∙γL ∙cos 𝜃
2∙η

(3)

𝐼(𝑡), 𝐶, 𝑟̅ , 𝛾𝐿 , 𝜂, and 𝜃 represent the flow of the liquid, the pigment specific constant, the average pore
radius of the agglomerate, the surface tension of the fluid, the dynamic viscosity of the fluid, and the
contact angle between pigment and fluid, respectively. These results are also supported by table 7,
which clearly shows that the highest peak of size distribution belonged to the blend processed at
280°C, which in turn led to a decrease in deviation from the target color values, i.e. lower DE, as
presented in Error! Reference source not found. and Table 2. Moreover, comparing the peak height of
the blends processed at the two temperatures of 255°C and 280°C reveals that a decrease in the
particles size distribution peak by 4% changed the DE value from 0.30 to 0.34. However, concerning
the re-agglomeration of particles, two phenomena are playing key roles: (1) the nature of the
polymeric chain and (2) the higher the interfacial tension. These two phenomena can promote the reagglomeration of particles to form flocculate. [40, 41]
1.11. Morphology of Pigments
The morphology was examined by digital optical microscopy (DOM) and scanning electron
microscopy (SEM). The optical microscopic graphs for the processing parameter samples are shown
in Error! Reference source not found. through Error! Reference source not found..
The degree of dispersion was enhanced at higher temperatures. For instance, dispersion at 255°C
seemed to be somewhat better than that at 230°C. The micrographs in Error! Reference source not
found. show that the higher the temperature is, the lesser the agglomeration evidence. Error!
Reference source not found.
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Figure13. SEM micrograph of polycarbonate grade compound at 230, 255, and 280°C
According to these results, the sample processed at 280°C showed better dispersed pigment than that
processed at 255°C, which in turn, was better dispersed than that processed at 230°C
Viscosity plays a crucial role in determining pigment wetting, pigment agglomeration, pigment flow
and dispersion, and ultimately the colour shifts. Particle size and colour difference are reduced, and a
higher peak distribution occurs with increasing the temperature and feed rate. In general, the color
differences were reduced at the center level of the three processing parameters at (i.e. 255°C, 750
rpm, 25 kg/hr), and colour output was improved
1.12. Blending Effects of PC Wt. % on Melt flow Index (MFI)
The actual MFI or viscosity may vary with formulations (i.e. the weight percent of resins, pigments,
and additives in the blend). Therefore, the first study to be undertaken was to investigate the effects of
blending ratios on the rheological properties of two polycarbonate resins (R1, R2) comprising the
selected PC grade. To do this, blends were prepared in which the resin ratios were controlled in steps
of 10%. This resulted in step batches were the percentage of each resin change from 100% to 0% in
decrements of 10% for each subsequent batch.
It clearly shows a linear correlation with increasing R2 amounts. However, the increase in pressure
difference from increasing the amount of R2 is proportional to the viscosity of the blends, where high
viscosity corresponds to a low melt flow index. Figure 14 Indicate that the variation in polycarbonate
resin proportions and melt flow indexes significantly affected rheological properties and hence color
deviations.
As shown in Figure 15, an increase for Resin R1, processed in ML (WA&WOA),
significantly increased the MFI value, which was inversely correlated with the viscosity values. The
blend with additives showed higher MFI values compared to those without additives (WOA) and
those processed with SB

Figure 15: MFI variation versus
Figure 14. Variation in
compounded plastics
(melt flow index vs. polycarbonate resins)
1.13. Viscosity and Dispersion
Figure .a shows the viscosity and particle size distribution PSD measurements for the blends
processed in Minilab (ML) and (SB). The blend processed in ML shows a lower viscosity than the
one processed in SB. Figure .b shows the ML blend, a larger number of particles for 0-100 % PC
(71%) had a small particle size, compared to 30-70 % PC( 67%) and for 100-0 % PC( 63%) for
100%. The average size of particles is around 1-3 microns, and the Nos of particles is 63-71%. The
compounds produced with SB(30%) showed a higher viscosity, which could be due to the smaller
particle size distributed in the resin matrix. Therefore, a higher shear heating would not affect the
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color mismatch and degradation.The blends don't follow the 'rules of dispersion' and PSD s at varying
shear rates

(a)

(b)

Figure 16 Viscosity (a) and particle size distribution (PSD)
(b) for the blends in 0, 30,100 %
1.11. Effect of Processing Parameters on Pigment Dispersion
Parameter Levels
Parameter
Temperature (°C)

Feed Rate (kg/hr)

Screw Speed (rpm)

°C

kg/hr

rpm

L*

a*

b*

dE*

230

20

750

67.913

1.396

14.763

1.096

255

25

750

68.423

1.473

15.353

0.346

280

30

750

68.655

1.523

15.443

0.303

255

20

750

68.886

1.396

15.90

0.44

255

25

750

68.423

1.473

15.353

0.346

255

30

750

68.803

1.51

15.64

0.320

255

20

700

68.096

1.1

15.32

0.633

255

25

750

68.423

1.473

15.35

0.347

255
30
800
68.116
1.073
15.35
0.623
Table shows the grade was compounded with different processing parameters. The recommended
optimal processing temperature to minimize the color deviation was 280°C, keeping speed and feed
rate fixed at their midpoint levels. A similar procedure was used for both speed and feed rate.
Parameter Levels
Parameter
Temperature (°C)

Feed Rate (kg/hr)

Screw Speed (rpm)

°C

kg/hr

rpm

L*

a*

b*

dE*

230

20

750

67.913

1.396

14.763

1.096

255

25

750

68.423

1.473

15.353

0.346

280

30

750

68.655

1.523

15.443

0.303

255

20

750

68.886

1.396

15.90

0.44

255

25

750

68.423

1.473

15.353

0.346

255

30

750

68.803

1.51

15.64

0.320

255

20

700

68.096

1.1

15.32

0.633

255

25

750

68.423

1.473

15.35

0.347

255

30

800

68.116

1.073

15.35

0.623

Table8. Effect of processing parameters on color in terms of tristimulus values
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1.12 Characterization at different Temperatures and thickness
Figurea. Show the case of particles embedded in plastic that were microtomed to the same thickness,
e.g. B=70 µm. The thin slices were characterized at three processing parameters. Scattering efficiency
increased rapidly as the average particle size decreased to approximately 0.2 microns, and the optimal
number of particles was increased at higher processing conditions. The percent of particles of optimal
size at the optimum temperature was 35.75933%.
Figureb. shows the case of particles embedded in plastic at the same parameter (e.g. 230°C) and
microtomed to different thicknesses (e.g. 50, 70, and 90 µm). In general, the measured particle size
number increased as thickness increased since the probability of seeing a fraction of a particle
increased. The average pigment size measured approximately 0.1-0.2 µm.

(a)
(b)
Figure17. Particle diameter distribution for (a) temperatures 230,255,280°C and (b) for 230°C
temperature layers at thickness A (50 µm), B (70 µm), and C (90 µm)
Smaller particles lead to higher suspension viscosities than larger ones. In addition, smaller particle
sizes have higher surface area. This phenomenon typically increases the viscosity of the material and
maintains the stability as well as material properties during the mixing process. The study will enable
us to understand the dependence of processing conditions, de-agglomeration, and polymer blends'
consequential colour stability and yield homogenous dispersions. It was also determined that the
variation of processing parameters showed a significant effect on shear heat, viscosity, and
rheological characterizations. As a result, color output was improved.
Conclusions
IThe temperature and minute formulation of R1/R2 blends exhibit a strong shear thinning and a
significant effect in lower viscosity value. The blends do not follow the rule of mixing in terms of
viscosity. Formulation and temperature showed an excellent effect on controlling the viscosity and
simulate the Carreau viscosity model at various temperatures and master curves. The optimal number
of microtome particles was increased at higher temperatures and thicknesses. The average pigment
size measured approximately 0.1-0.2 µm. Microscope observation of morphology indicating
improved pigment dispersion and excellent color matching at lower viscosity.
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